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Der Untergang (The Downfall, Oliver Hirschbiegel, 2004) and Romper Stomper 

(Geoffrey Wright, 1992) 

 

 
 
It’s difficult to empathise with Nazis. It’s the problem outlined in Camus’ Caligula, where a 

man is asked to think how the emperor felt when he was tearing the man’s brother’s tongue 

out – and is then asked to “understand him”. 

 Nazis make mistakes, as well as killing lots of people in horrible ways. They make very 

silly mistakes. I suppose Hitler felt superior to the French after 1870 and 1940, but he still 

should have thought twice before invading Russia. Napoleon was a cut above any Frenchman 

whom the Germans faced in 1870 or 1940, but even he hadn’t invaded Russia with success. 

Likewise the Melbourne skinhead Nazis who are the protagonists of Romper Stomper should, 

with only the sketchiest knowledge of recent history, have known that one racial minority you 

don’t take on casually are the Vietnamese. The Vietnamese are very violent people indeed – 

almost as violent as the Armenians – and they never lose. 

 About halfway through Der Untergang Goebbels considers what it would be like if he 

surrendered either to the Russians or to the Allies. What makes him shudder most is the 

thought that he’ll become a spectacle. I don’t know much German, but the word “panoptikon” 

occurs in his speech at this point. I was reminded of Macduff: “We’ll have thee as our rarer 

monsters are, / Painted upon a pole,” and Macbeth’s reaction. Goebbels kills himself and his 

wife rather than undergo such indignity. His job is to stage-manage spectacles – to be the 

object of one would be too horrible. At the end of Romper Stomper, Russell Crowe and his 

Nazi skinhead lieutenant are trying to kill one another on a beach (their motive is erotic, not 

political). A busload of Japanese tourists drives up, and they stare through the viewfinders of 

their video cameras, delighted at the display being, as it seems, put on for their delight by the 

local freaks. What Goebbels evades by suicide, the Australian Nazis suffer while trying to kill 

one another. Likewise, all the up-close killing in Der Untergang is Germans killing Germans. 

The Russians only kill from a distance. 

 “Kein mitleid!” (No pity) is Hitler’s refrain throughout Der Untergang. His assertion is 

that there are no German civilians – all are or should be warriors for the Reich. While he 

suffers downstairs in the bunker, ordinary Berliners must expect to suffer upstairs in the 

streets. 

 To admire Nazis is odd, because you’re admiring total losers. Yet there are today Nazi 

skinheads everywhere, even in Russia. Perhaps they don’t really know much about them. I’m 

sure Prince Harry had no idea what a Nazi was when he dressed up as one – who would have 

told him? And it’s clear he doesn’t read books. In another Romper Stomper scene Russell 

Crowe’s mate is sold an authentic Nazi knife – “standard issue for the Hitler Youth”. It’s 

stolen from the War Museum. Crowe casts an expert eye over it, and proclaims it to be one 

made late in the war, of cheap alloy, because Germany was running short of steel. Its 

authentic inadequacy makes it, for him, a treasure. The fact that it’s no good is its big selling 

point. Eventually he’s killed with it. 

 What would Goebbels make of the Melbourne skinheads who claim to worship his 

memory, and the memories of his Führer and comrades? Just hearing about them might give 
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him an optimistic feeling, knowing that his dreams would be carried on so long after his 

death, and in an Anglo-Saxon country on the other side of the globe. But then he’d see them 

for the first time – what do they think they look like? These are National Socialists? They 

look like convicts, with their shaven heads and too-short trousers over Doc Martins. Say what 

you like about the S.S., they certainly had smart uniforms. And the skinheads’ women! These 

aren’t women, but circus clowns – made up in stark white with mauve blusher and eye-

shadow. I don’t know what the real Nazis felt about tattoos, but the huge dark streak starting 

under Russell Crowe’s ear and going down his entire right arm in cascading skeleton-patterns 

isn’t a swastika. 

 Nazis believed in the family – it’s paradoxically proved by what happens to the Goebbels 

children at the end of Der Untergang. Do the Melbourne skinheads believe in the family? 

They do a lot of casual fucking, but neglect the rest of the process. The gang is their family; 

though what they can’t claim is that they’re well-protected by it when company’s expected. 

They don’t expect the amount of company that arrives, and when it arrives, they can’t protect 

themselves from it. 

 And at their music and dancing, Goebbels would listen and stare. No amount of reading 

from Mein Kampf (of which Russell Crowe is a keen student), would overcome his horror at 

realising that music and dance would by the 1990s have degenerated so utterly into pre-

European barbarism. These Australians are not Nazis, but degenerates.  

 “Deutschland Erwache!” proclaims the flag on the wall over Crowe’s bed (or rather over 

his floor mattress). By the time he saw it, Goebbels would be sick with disgust. It should be 

“Australia, awake!” These idiots are playing adolescent games. Has no-one told them that 

National Socialism is a political movement? (was a political movement)? The final revelation 

comes when, with several dozen Vietnamese battering at the doors of their headquarters, most 

of Crowe’s skinheads indicate silently that they want to escape. Crowe may believe in racial 

supremacy and taking a last stand, but they don’t. It’s taken him this long to realise that for 

them it’s just been a game. Cursing them for looking like “A load of fucking scared rabbits,” 

he leads them out. Not a problem Hitler had. People really believed in him. 

 By this time, Goebbels would be siding imaginatively with the Vietnamese. At least they 

dress normally. Australian skinheads, he’d decide, are the sorts for whom we invented gas 

chambers. 

 The degeneracy of Adolf Hitler is very well conveyed indeed in Der Untergang by Bruno 

Ganz. Sick, creased up, stooping, muttering, twitching in one hand: this is a man who knows 

he’s at the end of his life, but is desperately creating fantasy after fantasy around himself to 

disguise the fact. Military plan after military plan he thinks up, only to be told that the armies 

he talks about no longer exist. Mostly he stares at the ground. When first Goering and then 

Himmler are reported to have surrendered, he shouts. Now and then he stares someone 

directly in the face, eyes ablaze – as with the young, tall guard whom he orders to burn his 

corpse after he’s killed himself so the Russians can’t exhibit it – again, the horror of being on 

display. 

 A crazy dictator isn’t that hard to play, but Ganz still gets full marks for research and 

embodiment. See how he squeezes the cheek of the boy-soldier hero, with a 1940s newsreel-

camera whirring away authentically to immortalise the event. Ganz has watched the film (the 

last shots of the Führer ever taken) and reproduces the squeeze exactly. 

 Much harder to empathise with and portray are the crazy dictator’s acolytes – the ones 

who, despite all the evidence of their eyes and ears, go on worshipping him up to death. The 

acolytes aren’t just long-term acolytes. In another scene a young nurse is ushered into Hitler’s 

presence for the first time. Her nurse’s instinct tells her he’s nearly gone – but her youthful 

Nazi instinct is stronger, and she bursts into tears, telling him just to give them orders and 

they’ll follow him anywhere. It’s moving in its fatuity, fatuous in the way it moves you. 
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        This is not the newsreel of him 

            squeezing the boy’s cheek. 

 

 Der Untergang is based in part on the memoir – published after her death – by Traudl 

Junge, the Führer’s secretary, who appears in a documentary shot at the end, explaining how 

“we didn’t know the extent of what was going on in the concentration camps”. In the main 

movie she’s played by Alexandra Maria Lara, as tall, slender, beautiful, wide-eyed, and 

dumb. Junge answered the ad for a stenographer in the bunker despite her parents’ warning 

not to get mixed up with Nazis. She’s corrupted by her youth, her ambition, her lack of 

political understanding, a need for adventure, a need to feel important, and an infinite capacity 

for turning away one’s eyes and pretending that, although dreadful things may be happening, 

one can’t be expected to investigate them all oneself. I imagine the job paid well, too. People 

like her are still turned out by the thousands annually, and by our own secondary education 

system. Politics is boring. We did it in Year Ten. 

 Hardest of all to empathise with is Magda Goebbels, whose killing of her own six 

children is filmed in detail, with no time-saving cuts. She’s in despair because, as the 

Russians close in, she knows she’ll now never see the Reich in all its splendour. Six times she 

makes the children drink the knockout drug, six times she crunches the poison between their 

jaws and watches as they twitch briefly before expiring. She performs all twelve infanticidal 

acts with only the caring maternal tones needed to make them take the drink. For the rest, she 

pretends emotionlessness: only when they’re all dead does she collapse. Corinna Harfouch is 

a superb actress, but I still found the scene hard to believe in. As Magda Goebbels really did 

kill her own children, we have to believe it in the abstract, but we need to understand more of 

her Nazi history for our disbelief to be swept away by it. 

 Crazed people have accused both these films of promoting Nazism. It’s like the RSPCA 

wanting Amores Perros banned because it portrays cruelty to dogs. Amores Perros is the most 

pro-dog movie ever – miles ahead of Lassie Come Home. If someone is going to be cruel to 

dogs, they’ll take from Amores Perros what they want, and ignore the rest. Likewise, if a 

person has it in them to be a Nazi, they’ll watch either of these films, and still be one. I don’t 

think, though, that anyone would become a Nazi after seeing them. Unless they had a death 

wish. Which of course lots of people do. 

 Other crazed people have criticised Der Untergang because it humanises the inhabitants 

of the bunker. It seems we prefer all Nazis to be monsters from video games. But the point it 

that they were human – a much scarier thought. Traudl Junge was the girl from down the 

road. 

 The Australian skinheads in Romper Stomper, on the other hand, really are like monsters 

from video games. 


